
lake and then back in the netherlands experiencing some wind but never anything

experiencing  some  days  of  strong  wind  also  in  uppsala  walking  with  august  by  a 

18124: "at first little wind in the netherlands but then reaching stockholm and 

countryside only breathing bad air biking again to utrecht"

uppsala and on my way back on the plane to come back to the clean air in the dutch 

also   visiting   august   in   sweden   breathing   bad   air   walking   extensively   around 

15112: "a month breathing bad air mostly walking in cities like utrecht and later 

the surface"

giving it no depth beside the black colour bringing the dot and the blue fluid on 

07135: "painting executed after my break visiting august in sweden and this time 

the human race and its ambitions"

american metropolis still going astray with the take over of a small creature over 

i have experienced in the netherlands to then really much place the fable in an 

unites states but pretty much setting the beginning in the kind of music festival 

08092: "fable inspired bot by an animal i only saw walking in the woods in the 

clean sidewalks in general"

with him but also crossing back and forth uppsala finding a good weather but quite 

waiting for him to finish school and crossing stockholm on foot alone and later 

11205: "trash picked during my stay in sweden to visit august walking a lot while 

the city but only finding trash in outskirts with a very clean tourist center"

finding quite some things on the sidewalk and also walking in amsterdam throughout 

11204:   "walking   extensively   in   utrecht   with   livia   during   paper   picking   day 

much both in vicenza and padua and twice in venice but only picking few fliiers"

and flying to italy but finding little trash there and also in italy walking very 

11203: "walking extensively in rotterdam waiting to meet my russian friend peter 

in utrecht waiting for her myrthe to finish working"

11202: "trash picked while walking around with livia both in culemborg but also 

advantage of the sunny days and also picking some trash in hasselt and maastricht"

11201:   "back   in   holland   now   picking   trash   walking   around   with   livia   taking 

her very old mother as well as the father of my half-sister son"

also a couple believing in supernatural powers and my kind neighbour manuela with 

10117: "folk met entirely while in italy in the alps like the local youth and 

devastating winds falling entire forests and killing several people"

disastrous   weather   changes   particularly   in   the   heart   of   my   homeland   with 

african   continent   and   accidents   particularly  in   indonesia   but   also  witnessing 

12153:   "recording   regularly   the   casualties   with   quite   some   violence   in   the 



larger yellow dot to break the black and red surface"

respecting  the  colours  and  forms  of  the  previous  panting  despite  making  a  much 

07136:   "still   a   simple   painting   without   any   three   dimensional   attempt   and 

in the supermarket"

and beside these songs also hearing some other songs watching old movies or seldom 

her fall asleep and calm her down but also to make her entertain during the day 

03110: "yet another month of songs mostly sang to livia this time also to make 

the film a little shaky"

netherlands and filming there mostly with livia on my side at times again making 

walks in uppsala and later with august in stockholm before going back to a sunny 

13167:  "films  of  public  places  shot  first  of  all  while  in  sweden  taking  long 

his forest and by the lake"

going a long way down the river and in august's countryside place walking in the 

walking  around  the  coat  of  djurgarden  and  walking  extensively  in  uppsala  also 

august in sweden and walking there entirely throughout stockholm also with august 

utrecht and later crossing the whole of amsterdam to get on the plane to visit 

05127:  "walking   quite   often   with   livia   in   culemborg   but   also   taking   walks   in 

one in particular way too warm"

and back in the netherlands finding some rainy days but also some sunny days with 

and then also in sweden finding a nice weather but cold and with some days of snow 

16127: "a month enjoying a warm and sunny autumn in holland going often a=outside 

excessive"


